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Abstract
It has traditionally been difficult for PCA
manufacturers to share up-to-date knowledge of their
processes and capabilities with engineering in a form
that can be readily usable. Current knowledge
sharing techniques, including design guidelines and
capability databases, provide information that is either
out-of-date or not rigidly followed ~’ engineering.
Engineering, not understanding the limitations and
capabilities of manufacturing, t51~ically develop PCA
designs that are not producible or require processes
outside of the capabilities of the manufacturer. The
majority of existing CAD/CAM systems have no
ability to store knowledge concerning the
manufacturing environment, let alone support the
PCA design lffecycle.

Systems are now available that provide for the
capture and utilization of PCA manufacturing process
and capability knowledge. The subject of this paper is
one such system, the Pre.4mp system. This paper ~vill
begin with a brief ovcr~ew of the Pre,4mp research
program and follow with an in-depth discussion of the
resulting Pre,/lmp system. The PrcAmp system
architecture and how it relates to the capture and
utilization of manufacturing knowledge is then
detailed. The paper concludes with a discussion of
realized and expected benefits. The paper will focus
on the Manufacturing Resource Editor, the Rules
Definition Facility, and the Rules Execution Facility
and will include discussions on rule management,
definition, storage, and execution.

Task or Problem Description
The Pre-competitivc Advanced Manufacturing

Processes (Pre.4mp) program started as a 3 year
research program in July 1992. The National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST)
sponsored the program. The goal of the program was
to enable concurrent engineering of Printed Circuit
Assemblies (PCAs) for the clectronics industry’. The
program used the STandard for the Exchange of
Product model data (STEP) to accomplish
information sharing for concurrent engineering. The
purpose of the program was to improve the PCA
development process in ways that reduced
development time and costs while improving quality.
The primary’ objectives of the PreA mp Program were
to define and demonstrate the technology that cnablcs:

¯ Intelligent information-sharing for
concurrent engineering automation in PCA Product
Design, Product Manufacturing, and Manufacturing
Process Design;
¯ Manufacturing Knowledge capture and
application; and
¯ Shared database access.

The Pre,4mp program was to enable the sharing of
information environments across organizational
boundaries (specifically design and manufacturing).
Information was to be shared to support just-in-time
production and the early discovery" and resolution of
design and manufacbmng issues. Predmp was to
reduce non-value-added activities and to provide
timely information on product and process changes.
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Application Description
Out of the Pre,4mp research program a Pre.4mp
concurrent engineering environment was developed
by PDES Inc. member companies. The following
paragraphs describe the architecture of PreAmp and
provide an in-depth discussion of the knowledge
capture and execution components.

PreAmp System Architecture
The Pre,4mp architecture integrates vendor computer
aided design (CAD), manufacturing, and test (CAx)
tools with the Pre,4mp database and he.Amp
developed tools. The System User Interface (SUI)

provides access to CAx and PreAmp developed tools.
A data access mechanism filters information flowing
to and from the database. Figure 1 depicts a graphical
representation of the Pre,4mp architecture.

The core of the PreAmp system architecture is the
PreAmp database. This STEP represented database
management system (DBMS) consists of schemas for
products, issues, design rule checks, rules, processes,
and manufacturing data. The product schema is the
STEP printed circuit assembly (PCA) product
representation application protocol or AP210. The
process schema is the STEP printed circuit assembly
process planning application protocol or AP220.
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The Pre, Amp data access layer provides access to the
PreAmp database. PreAmp has implemented database
access using a STEP Data Access Interface (SDAI) 
Part 22 implementation. The SDAI consists of a
series of system calls that a CAx tool can execute to
retrieve specific information from the Pw.4mp
database. As vendors develop translators that can
extract data from the Pre.4 mp database (using the
SDAD, new vendor products can ’plug in’ to the
PreAmp framework [2].

The PreAmp and vendor tools layer of the system
architecture includes various CAx tools (e.g.,
schematic capture, parts librarian, PCA layont and
routing). The vendor tools are predominately from
Mentor Graphics, a PreAmp member company.
PreAmp has developed tools to capture and manage
information about rules, manufacturing resources,
issues, create a macro process plan, and provide
design advice. The PreAmp System User Interface
(SUI) provides access to tools at this layer.

Knowledge Capture
One of the key goals of the Pre, dmp program was

to enable the sharing of intelligence between design
and manufacturing. To support this goal, all
components in the Pre~mp system share their
knowledge by reading and writing STEP compliant
information files. To support knowledge acquisition
and sharing, the PreAmp framework provides a
facility for CAD users to enter, store, and execute
rides against the information in the database. The
rules can contain knowledge of design for
manufacturability, design for testability, design for
producibiliV,’, or any design for X (DFx) topic.

It was not the intent of the PreAmp program to
necessarily advance the state-of-art in the knowledge
acquisition area. However, Pre.4 mp has developed
and provides a structured methodology for capturing
and defining DFx knowledge in the form of rules.

Figure 2 - Pre.Amp Rules Definition Facility, Rule Main Panel
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The Rules Definition Facility (RDF)
The Rules Definition Facility (RDF) is a database

editor used to capture PCA related knowledge in the
form of rules. The RDF provides functionality to
create, edit, and remove rules. In addition, rule meta
information (concerning rule approval, origination,
description, justification, etc.) can be defined. The
PreAmp STEP database stores information defined by
the Rules Definition Facility. A rule execution
facility is utilized to execute rules defined by the RDF.

The RDF facilitates the capturing of rules in a generic
form that remce,,es syntax considerations from the rule
definition. The syntax free rule definition
environment pmvidos a simpler and more meaningful
methodology for users to capture rule components and
their parameters. Users do, however, need a basic
understanding of rule semantics to develop complex
knowledge expressions.

The Rules Definition Facility (RDF) is a point and
click based tool. By clicking on menus and button
icons, the user can alter attributes, create new rules,
change rule status, and save data to the database.
The RDF has two windows or panels for the capturing
of PCA design and manufacturing rules: the Rule
Main Panel and the Rule Edit Panel. The intent of
providing a multi-windowed user interface is to
present the end user with only the amount of detail
required for his/her specific task.

Invoking the Rules Definition Facility displays the
Rule Main Panel. This panel allows for the creation
of new and the modification of existing rules. The
definition and modification of rule management
information or meta-data is the primary purpose of
the Rules Main Panel. Use of the Rule Main Panel
precludes any knowledge of rule component
primitives and/or database object attributes. Figure 2
depicts the Rule Main Panel with a rule selected.

Figure 3 - PreAmp Rules Definition Facility, Rule Edit Panel
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The RDF Rule Edit Panel
The rule component or Rule Edit Panel provides a

menu-based environment to define rule premise and
conclusion components. Premise components, or if
conditions, define the actions required for a rule to
succeed. Rule succession in turn causes the execution
of the rule conclusion component. The conclusion
component consists of actions to take as a result of
meeting all the premise conditions. The rule premise
is a logical combination (ANDing or ORing) 
premise functions. Premise functions are logical
(greater than, less than, etc.), mathematical (sum,
poger, divisiun, etc.), and/or database (retrieve object
attributes or facts) functions. The rule conclusion is 
logical combination (AN’Ding) of conclusion
functions. Conclusion functions include: storing
temporal information into the database (facts), storing
permanent information into the database (object

attributes), and providing feedback to the user in the
form of messages and issues. Use of the Rulc Edit
Panel requires individuals to have a basic
understanding of role composition and rule chaining.
The elimination of the rule definition syntax does not
preclude the user from understanding rule semantics
and database schemas.

Figure 3 shows the Rule Edit panel with a rule
selected. Note that conclusion functions include the
storing of facts and/or object attributes. A rule
premise may include functions that test facts and/or
object attributes. The combination of these two
capabilities allows rules to chain (have one rule call
another rule). Chaining allows end users to capture
the intent of a complex rule with several smaller,
simpler rules. The PreA mp system supports the
forward chaining of rules.

Figure 4 - PreAmp Schema Glossary Facility
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The PreAmp Schema Glossary Facility
Understanding and remembering objects and

attributes of database entities is extremely difficult.
The PreAmp framework provides a Schema Glossaw
Facility for this purpose. The Schema Glossary
Facility provides a methodology for traversing the
combined AP 210 (PCA product information), 
220 (processing planning information), and PrcAmp
(rules, design rule ch~.,k, factozT, and issues
information) O~t~base schemas. The application also
provides fimctions for examining glossary definitions
of objects and attributes for all schemas. A search
function is provided to allow the user to locate objects
and attributes.

An Example Rule
Assume we have a rule description that states:

"Each component on the Printed Circuit Assembly
must be less than 2 inches in height based on the
component clearance of wave solder machines used
at the Seattle and lrving Assembly Facilities." The

justification for the rule states: "All components with
a height greater than this limitation will require
additional flow time and man hours as these parts
must be manually soldered in place after the PCA has"
been wave soldered with all other components".

The rule is developed by working backward,
building the premise with the least limiting concept
and then adding clauses that further refine the rule.
Part of the description states "Each component on the
Printed Circuit Assembly must be less than 2 inches
in height". We look at each component on the PCA
and determine if it indeod exceeds 2 inches in height.
As the justification states, these components would
not pass through the wave solderer with its maximum
clearance of 2 inches. If the height of a component
exceeds this restriction we would like to know about
it. If alerted in time, the different package style could
be substituted.

~ii~:~:!~~i~i~~[~::~::~~~i~~:.~~~i.i~~~i~i~i~i~:~:! ~~~.’~:~: :~ .........
" ".~:.~:.:.’-" "~; ................... .’~:~:.~ ....... ~’".’- ,.,.’-~z.~>;." ........ .’"’"-’~.~>.~z .................... ,’" "~7""-’"".’".’"’:." ............. .".’.~:.:.~:~: .........~"~::.:.::~.z

Figure 5 -- PreAmp Manufacturing Resource Editor
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The Initial Rule Premise
The premise is written so that any component that

is over 2 inches in height will make the rule succeed.
When the rule succeeds it will execute the conclusion
and report what component(s) failed the test. The
first clause allows the rule to iterate over the class of
the packaged components. While the second clause
compares the height of every component on the PCA
to 2 inches. (Note that the syntax and semantics of
the code is similar to LISP and that it performs
exhaustive back-tracking automatically.)

( InstanceOf, ?packaged_component,
packaged_components )

( GreaterThan, ( GetAttribute,
?l)ackaged_component, height ), 2.00 

The GetAttribute function is used to get the
height of a packaged_component from the database.
If the PCA being tested has fif~" components the rule
will execute fifty times and will succeed for every
component whose height exceeds 2.00 inches.

The Rule Conclusion
When this rule succeeds we have found a

component that exceeds 2.00 inches in height. As a
minimum, ge would like to have its name displayed.
The following conclusion can he used for this
purpose:

( CreateMessage, ( GetAttribute,
?packaged_component, reference_designator ),
" - Exceeds 2 inches in height, this may cause a

problem for Wave Soldering ! ")

When executed ?packaged_component is bound to
an instance from the premise and the message "C2 -
Exceeds 2 inches in height, this may cause a
problem for Wave Soldering !" is displayed
(assuming C2 did indeed exceed 2 inches in height).
The system will display a similar message for every
component on the PCA that exceeds 2.00 inches in
height. We can add other functions to the conclusion
to generate issues and store discovered information to
the database.

The Manufacturing Resource EdRor
To support the design and manufacturing

concurrent engineering goal of the PrcAmp program,
a facility to capture and store manufacturing related
information g-as added to the Primp framework.
The Manufacturing Resource Editor was developed to
capture all aspects of a PCA assembly facility
including: factories, production lines, cost centers,
clean rooms, generic machinery, production
machinery, personnel, and personnel certifications.
In addition, information on cost, throughput, mean-
time-between-failure, and producibility can bc
caplured. Providing this knowledge to the/h~mp
database allows the CAD users to write rules to
compare design requirements and physical properties
with the equipment that gill he assembling the PCA.
In the previous rule example, the actual limitations of
specific instances of wave solder equipment could be
encoded into the rule. Rules can report what
production lines, work centers, or machines are best
(or worst) at assembling a specific PCA. The top
level user interface for the Manufacturing Resource
Editor is shown in Figure 5.

Mentor to AP210 Translation
In order to execute rules previously defined by the

Rules Definition Facility, in-depth information
concerning the physical and electrical characteristics
of the PCA are required. A Mentor to AP210
translator was developed in PreAmp to extract all of
the information from a PCA design (stored in the
Mentor Graphics compatible format) and store that
information into the PreAmp database. The translator
provides the database with information on
connectivity, placement, orientation, composition, and
nomenclature for components in a specific PCA. This
information, combined with the previously captured
manufacturing information provides a powerful
knowledge resource for rules to be executed against.

Rule Execution
To control the end user execution of rules a Rules

Exception Facility (REF) was developed. This facility
provides users the ability to select sets or individuals
rules for execution against the PrcAmp database.
The results of the rules (defined by the conclusion of
the rules) are displayed to the user, written to log
files, and/or submitted as issues against the selected
PCA. The user interface for the REF is shown below.
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Figure 6 - PreAmp Rules Execution Facility

Application Use and Payoff
The Pre//mp system is presently being used by

numerous government programs, universities, research
institutes and fortune 500 companies. The amount ofuso
and the payoff for its use has been different for each
entity. For some of the entities, specific dollar savings
can not be reported. Where possible savings in terms of
percentages and magnitudes are given.

The ARIES project (a Tfi-Services program tasked at
capturing and classifying design rules) has been using
the Rules Definition Facility for about two years. ARIES
has captured over 400 hundred design rules and
guidelines using the RDF. ARIES is presently working
with IEEE to determine how the rules will be marketed
and distributed. Through the activities of ARIES, it was
estimated that the meta-data for a rule could he captured
using the RDF in about 6 minutes. The RDF provided
ARIES with a user friendly environment to rapidly create
and edit their design rules. ARIES estimated that the
RDF saved them almost an order of magnitude in flow

time in collecting, editing, and disseminating their
design rules.

The RASSP (Rapid Prototyping of Application-
Specific Signal Processors) ARPA/Tri-Services program
is tasked to improve the process by which embedded
electronic systems are developed by 4x improvements in
cycle time, quality, and cost. This program has been
using the PreAmp translators and Manufacturing
Resource Editor. The resource editor has provided them
with a capability that was previously unavailable.
RASSP has captured the complete resources of Ocala
factory for Lockheed-Martin. Although not all
attributable to PreAmp software, RASSP has documented
a 10× redu~on in design to man~ng cycle-time.
RASSP will be integrating the PreAmp rules component
in its next phase.

The Navy RAMP (Rapid Acquisition of Military
Parts) program has installed all of PreAmp in its test
facility at South Carolina Research Authority. To
support their work, over 50 rules on design for
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mannfacturability, design for testing, design for cost, and
design for assembly were created, tested, and executed.
Based on the rules developed, full rule definition required
an average of 5 I/2 hours (this time includes 2 hours to
search for objects and attributes in the database). The
execution of the rules however, has extracted information
that was previously unobtainable. Information on the
cost of production lines for a specific product, the
identification of which production lines were best suited
for testing, and the determination of machine rates in a
production line to perform line balancing were all
extracted using rules and before PreA mp were
unobtainable (via automation). RAMP has long range
plans to install Pre,4 mp at additional facilities.

The ARPA TIGER (Team Integrated and Electronic
Response program targeted at collaborative dcsign and
manufacturing of PCAs via thc Interact) program started
using all of Pre,4mp in October of ’95. Their initial use
of PreAmp has already identified rules to be used with
printed circuit beard (PCB) fabrication houses that will
reduce tasks that require hours to rule executions that
require minutes. Specific examples include the selection
of drill bits for holes in the PCB and the determination of
the layer stack up of the PCB.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, University of
Maryland, and Georgia Tech are presently using the
PreAmp tool suite. They are each focusing their research
on different areas of the system.

Hughes has installed the PreAmp suite and is focusing
their attention on producibility. Hughes is attempting to
integrate the RDF with their existing C-based
producibility advisor. Hughes would like to have end
users to able to define rules and feed them to their
producibility tool. Here again, providing a eapability to
end users that was previously unavailable.

Based on their use of PrcAmp, Rockwell estimates
that based on a .typical $10 million PCA development
cycle, the PreAmp system will save 11.5% on PCA
manufacturing process labor, 5.3% on PCA design
rework, 3.4% on PCA document support effort, and 2.0%
on PCA design concept development efforts. This
savings totals to 22% of the PCA development activity.
Rockwell’s activity with Pre,4 mp is focusing on the
design for test area.

At Boeing, as part of the TIGER program, engineers
and manufacturing personnel are defining manufacturing
capabilities and producibility rules. So far the system has
not produced results any different from the preducibility
experts. However, by utilizing PreAmp in the
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producibility team it is envisioned that consistent reviews
will be a direct result.

At the end of the PreAmp program a process
improvement study was performed based on actual
printed circuit assemblies and specific manufacturing
resources. The results of the study concluded that the
PreAmp system would improve the development lifccycle
of printed circuit assemblies by reducing the detailed
design effort by 25% and the manufacturing effort by
24%. The amount of time required for technical
checking of PCA related data would be significantly
reduced or possibly eliminated. Additionally, the number
of design changes required due to violation of
producibili .ty issues would also be significantly reduced.

In June, two companies have presented plans for
commercialization of Pr~4 mp applications, lntellicorp,
an object oriented development tool company, has plans
to market the rules facility with their development
environment. Intellicorp is also working with General
Motors, developing a pilot program involving the
PreAmp software, and their die manufacturing area.
Mitron, a Computer Aided Manufacturing company,
plans to include selected Pre,4 mp components in their
CIMBRIDGE software.
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